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INTRODUCTION

Teachers have noticed that chi ldren draw only those obj ects whi ch they know
by name.

Doubtless t he adult has a similar te ndency, exemplified by the researcher,

to limit his observations or to relate them to that which can be expressed in the
terminology of an existing or newly developed theory.

In this thesi s the data

obtained from studies of the temperature and pressure dependence of the r el ati ve
vapor pressure over moist soil sampl es are analyzed by a thermodynamic approach.
Not a ll of the resu lts can be exp lained completely by means of this tool.

Natural

systems, SL!Ch as a moist soil , are probably too complex for any single theory;
but since the language of thermodynamics provides the best known means of conveying t he results to others, it is felt that this language should be used t hroughout
the thef;is.
The way in which the state of so il water, as expressed by the chemi ca l
potentia l , is influenced under natural condit ions is very complex.

Fo ur intensive

propert ies (te mper ature, pressure, soil-moisture content, and the concentration
of solutes ) and sometimes a fifth (soil - bulk de nsity ) are generally considered when
the chemical potential of soil water is expr essed.

Under certain conditions the

chemical p otent ial is a function of the relative activity of soil water only . Assuming water vapor to be an idea l gas , the chemical potential becomes a function of
relative vapor pressure over moist soil samples.

For this reason, several

techniques have been developed to accurately measure the re lative humidity over
soil samples.
It is well known that temperature changes influence the activity of soil

water , as recorded

by a tensiometer. The soil water movement due to temper-

ature gradients has been studied quite extensively , most recently by using the
approach of thermodynamics of irreversible processes.

The soil moisture

potential is also influenced by changes in the total pressure on the soil system.
The chemical potential of water in the soil , in a system where several
dissolve d species may al so be adsorbed on the surface of the solids , is of
primary inte rest in describing the state of soil water.

Other thermodynamic

properties of soil water, which can be evaluated from those changes in the
chemical potential resulting from changes in temperature and press ur e, are
a lso of interest.
The objective of this study is to evaluate the physical state and severa l
thermodynamic properties of soil water by means of measurements of the
relative vapor pressure over moist-soil samples .
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Thermodynamic properties of soil water have been evaluated in the past
by fo ur general techniques , each of which differs from the others.

One technique

is based on t he differential thermal ana lysis of solid components of the soil
(Barshad, 1952). Another is based on the water retention curves or adsorption
is othe rms (Martin, 1960) . A third is based on heats of wetting (Chessick and
Zettlemoyer, 1959). A fourth is based on direct measurements of the partial
(m ol ar or specific) Gibbs-free energy of water in the system (Taylor, 1958 ;
Taylor and Stewa rt , 1960; Low and Anderson, 1958; Box, 1961). The first three
m ethods have been discussed recently in more detail by Kohl (1 962 ) and by others ,
who have used adsorption and ca lorimetric methods to evaluate thermodynamic
properties of adsorbate-adsorbent systems.
The relation between aqueous vapor press ure over soil systems and their
moisture content has intrigued soil phys i.cists for a long time. In 1921 , Thomas
published an extensive report containing many vapor pressure data obtained from
moist soil at a single constant temperature.

The soil samples were brought to

moisture equilibrium over solutions of different relative humidities contained in
desi ccators , after which the moisture content was determined gravimetrically.
A similar study was done by Alexander and Haring (1936) with certain soil colloids ;
however , no data were reported for the same colloids under varying temperature
and pressure conditions .
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An experiment designed to measure the attraction forces between water
and porous media was reported by Wilsdon et al. (1935).

The materials studied

were clays, thoroughly washed to remove all soluble salts and colloidal materials,
and sand. The relation between (vapor) pressure and moisture content was
studied , using four different methods: (1.) direct application of hydrostati c tension
to the moist porous system; (2) balancing the tension within the system against a
solution of known osmotic p ressure --the porous system being separated from the
solution by a semi-permeable membrane; (3) balancing the tension against the
known or cal cu lated tension of a solution, equilibrium being reached through the
vapor phase; (4) determining the fre e zing point of water within the porou.s system.
Their results show that the pressure (expressed in atm. ) in the osmotic and
vapor-pressure methods is several times greate r than the pressure in the hydrostatic method for the same water content of the porous material. Wilsdon et al.
based their explanation of the discrepancy on the concept of mole cular orientation
in thin liquid films adsorbed on solid surfaces. The vapor pressure at the free
surface would correspond to that of a solid , while the two-dimensional pressure
along the surface would determine the work done in removing water from the
film by a hydrostatic tension . The hydrostatic method , on the one hand , and the
Gsmotic and vapor pressure methods , on the other, ,o nly measure the same conditi on of water when the molecules of water lie beyond the range of the orienting
surface forces ; i . e .

when they exist in the same state as they do under a free-

water surface.
The effect of temperature upon the relation between relative humidity and
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soil-moisture conte nt was studied by Puri eta!. (1925).

They concluded that

the r e lative vapor pressure of soils increases conside rably with increasing
temperature in the range of low humiditi es but is p ract ically independent of
temperature in atm osphe res of high hum idity. These conclusions wer e verified
by Wadsworth (193 9) . Robins(1952 ) studied the same temperature dependence
in terms of specifi c free energy, using the r e lation
F =

K!: ln

~

H

Po

where 6 F is the specifi c free energy of s oil water; M, the molecular weight
of water ; and p and p

0

,

the vapor pressure of soil water and the vapor press ure

of pure wa ter at the same te mperature, respectively,

Th e Yolo loam soil used

in t he reporte d experime nt in three different textures was brought to water
vapor e quilibrium over 14 different sulphuric acid solutions.

Robins concluded

that the change in specific free ene rgy with temperature was not conclusive, but
it appears that the specific fre e energy increases numerically (i. e. , the moisture
pote ntia l decreas es because free- e nergy values are negative ) with increasing
temperature. The change was, to a first approximation, proportional to the
ratio of the absolute temperatures. This is in agreement with the observation
by Puri et a!. (1925) that the relative vap?r pressure becomes independent of
t e mpe rature in the high-humidity range . The approicimation that the free-e nergy
decrease is proportional to the absolute temperature held better for the wetted
samples (adsorption curve ) than for the dried (desorption curve ) . Robin's work
demonstrated how difficult it is , with this vapor equilibrium. technique, to get
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conclusive data on the temperature dependence in the higher range of r el ative
humidities correspond ing to the range of soil-moisture contents that plants
utilize.
The thermoelectric method of measuring vapor pressure seems to have
the necessary sensitivity, however.

This method was discussed in detail by

Roepke (1942) in commenting on Baldes and Johnson's method.

The difference

in temperature is measured by· means of a thermocouple and a sensitive galvanometer between a drop of an unknown solution and a drop of a reference solution
of known molarity. Both drops are suspended in horizontal loops which form the
thermocouple in a humidified chamber. The couples are calibrated with drops of
two differe nt reference solution s. Roepke (1942) states that it is not necessary
that the drops be of exactly the same size for comparison of solutions differing
less than 0. 02 M NaCl. The rate of evapo r ation of water from, or condensati on
on , a drop of solution placed on a thermocouple junction varies in direct proportion to its radius.

An increase in size of the drop, however , does not result in

a significant, direct effect on its temperature , since the rate at which heat is
transferred to the drop is sim il arly dependent on its size.
Monteith and Ow en (1958) and Korven and Tay lor (1959 ) have reported on
thermocouple methods to measure water- vapor pressure in equilibrium with
soil water; i .e . , relati11e humidities in the range of 95 to 100 percent . Their
methods of measurement were based on the Peltier effect. Earlier , Spanner
(1951) had indicated the possible use of the Peltier effect in the measurement
of soil-moisture potentials.
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The Peltier effect is based on the fact that an electric current flowing
a cross a junction of two dissimilar metals causes absorption or liberation of
heat , de pending on the direction of the current. The difference in temperature
between the thermal junction and the reference junction after a coo ling current
has been sent through the junction for a certain length of time causes a current
to flow in the other direction . This difference in temperature , and consequently
in the magnitude of the resulting current, is dependent on the relative humidity
around the thermal junction of the couple.

Probably due to the fact that this

method to measure vapor pressure at high humidities is complicated and exacting ,
none of

th~se papers give data on the temperature dependence of the soil-moisture

potential.
R ichards and Ogata (1 958 ) have developed a couple, using the sa m e principle
as Baldes and J ohnson's couple, described by Roepke (1942 ); i .e., the cooling of
the thermal junction is caused by evaporation from a drop of water pl aced in a
loop at the junction. Richards and Ogata (1 961 ) reported that it is possible, under
favorable conditions, to measure t he rel ative vapor press ure of soil moisture
in wet soils with an accuracy of one or two part s per one hundre d thousand . E hli g
(1962 ) measured the energy stat us of wa ter in plants with thermoco upl es of this
design; Klute and Richards (1962) used them to evaluate the effect of temperature
on relative vapor pressure of soil moisture.

Their data are erratic, but in the

case of sodium-saturated montmorillonite the total soil-moisture potentia l seems
to be less at 40 C than at 25 or 5 C, whi ch is in agreement with Robins' (1952 )
concl usion referred to before . Klute and R ichards (1962) comm ented that no

It
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' definite conclusions could be drawn concerning the effect of temperature on
relative vapor pressure of soil water in Chino clay loam.

The results obtained

with the vapo r pressure technique using montmorillonite are inconsistent with
other data , reported also by Klute, obtained by the use of tensiometers and
montmorillonite (Wilkinson and Klute , 1962).

Klute and his co-workers give no

explanation for the discrepancy in data obtained by the two methods .
Earli er, the influence of temperatur e on soil-moisture su ction had bee n
studied by Taylor and Stewart (1960) with the use of tensiometers.

An increase

in potential with increasing temperature was observed, with which the data of
Wilkinson and Klute (1962) are in agreement.

Taylor and Stewart (1960) expressed

the results also in terms of partial thermodynamic quantities.
An interesting aspect of liquid-vapor system in porous material has been
pointed out by Shereshefsky and his associates. Shereshefsky and Carter (1950)
observed a lowering of th e vapor pressure of water in uniform capillaries,
exceeding the value predicted by Kelvin's equation:
.2,_

b...:!..

ln Po ~ - RT r

where Vis the molar volume; y, the surface tension; r , the curvature; and p,
the vapor pressure over the curved surface.

Folman and Shereshefsky (1955)

found similar discrepancies betwe en observed and calculated vapor -pressure
lowerings for non-aqueous syste ms , such that a solubility effect cannot reasonably
be involved (She reshefsky , 1928).

For aqueous s ystems , the ratio of actual radius

over the va lu e fo r the radius calculated from Kelv in ' s equation lies betwe en 7 and
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80; the latter value is reached in a capil l ary with a calculated radius of 0. 04
microns.

It is interesting to speculate whether or not Kelvin's equation holds

for soil systems.

Stru cture of water
A separate section of this review should be devoted to the structure of
water as it exists in porous media.

Martin (1960) concludes from adsorption-

isotherm studies on kaolinite that the integral entropy of the sorbed phase
approximates, at very low values of the re lative vapor pressure, the entropy
of a two-dimensional gas, which decays very rapidly at first and then slowly
approaches the entr opy of normal liquid water at p0 and T.

In other words,

the water molecules in the adsorbed phase on kaolinite have more randomness
than water molecules in liquid water.
Martin gives an explanation for these results in terms of sorption sites
on the inert sorbent. The first small increment of sorbate water has a large
number of possible sorption sites; so that it is quite rea sonable that the entropy
should approximate that of a two-dimensional gas . For further addition of water,
fewer and fewer sorption sites are available

Multilayer formation occurs only

when it makes e nergetica lly no difference whether water adsorbs on the bare
surface or starts a second layer.

Consequently, the molecule has then again

a greater number of possible sites for sorption than the previous one, which
results in an increase in the integral entropy of the adsorbed water . Martin
proposes a water structure concept by building inward from the liquid water
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to the solid surface , which is an a daptation to the clay-water system of theorie s
on wate r structure in electrolyte solutions (Fr ank and Wen 1957) . He proposes
that water builds tetra hedrons with five molecules per tetrahedron, such that
two corne rs of t he tetrahedron are positi ve and two negative.

Non- polar foreign

objects int roduced into the water tie the water molecules together in a quasi solid structure (sometimes called iceberg structure ) .
As expected, the entropy of water in such a system is less than the entropy
of fre e water. Sma ll ions permit iceberg formation in much the same manner as
the iceberg forms around a non-polar molecule . Ions l arger than K do not permit
any iceberg formation.

Therefore , their net effect upon the water structure is

one of stru cture breaking.

Martin cons iders kaolinite cla y parti cles a s ver y

la rge "molecules" containing localize d positiv e and negat ive sites . The clay
surface prevents a water structure from forming about any parti cular charged
site on the clay surface.
This same idea has been expresse d by Williamson (1948) . He dist inguis hes
between water directly adsorbed on the clay mine ral surfa ce, which would have a
low dens ity, and water "compressed aro und cations " (whi ch must be the small
cations , acco rding to Martin) with a density greater than that of liquid water.
The e ntropy of the water can be negative only if the exchangeable cation hyd ration
(iceberg formation) is sufficient t o overcome t he structure-breaking e ffect of t he
clay particle. This is unlike ly, in view of the fact that there is no hydrati on of
the Li- ion below p/p0

:.

0. 7. Th erefore, it can be expected that the entropy of

the ads orbed water will be l arge r ; i.e., more ra ndomness, than liquid water.
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This concept has been confirmed by data reported by Z ettlemoyer eta!. (1953) ,
Goates and Bennett (1957) , Barshad (19 60), Jurinak and Volman (1961a , b), and
Kohl (19 62 ), among others.
Several equations have been developed to describe the adsorption of water
in the multilayer region.

Non-swelling materials as kaolinite gave good results

with the BET equation (Marshall, 1958) and , recently, with the Frenkel-HalseyHill equation (Ju rinak, 19 63 ) . The FHH equation is based on the assumption that,
as the adsorption film thickens at the higher relative pressure, any individuality
of the surface vanishes; and the adsorbate finds itself in an environment closely
approaching that of the bulk liquid.
The determining fa ctor in multilaye r adsorption is the difference in p otential
energy of the field emanating from the surface as compared with the field in the
bulk liquid . Jurina k (1963) found t hat this isothe rm equation described the water
adsorption over a wide range of relative pressures in kaolinite systems. The BET
e quation does not work for swelling materials such as montmorillonite (Marshall ,
1958).

Norrish (1954) pointed o ut that in the swelling of montmorillonite the free

energy of water forrning an additional hydration shell around an inter layer cation
must be greater than the work done in increasing the interlayer spacing to
accommodate the shell.
Va n Olphen (1962) , in reinterpreting Norrish's results , proposed a cross linking of stacks of parallel layers by a r elatively small number of non-parallel
plate s . The cross-linking force was estimated to be high enough to counteract
the Gouy double-lay er repulsive forces , which could not be done by va n der Waal's
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attractive forces alone.

Van Olphen and Deeds (1 962) encountered stepwise

hydration of Na Wyo ming bentonite- ex- picoline water systems. The authors
pointed out , however, that th e concept of stepwise hydration is still somewhat
speculative .
Ross and Olivier (1 961) entertai n a model of a mobile adsorbed film ,
assuming the adsorbed film to be a two-dimensional gas on a heterogeneous
substrate.

A number of different adsorbents are shown to be described by a

Gaussian distribution of adsorption energies.

However, one of the basic assump-

tions employed in this model, i.e .- the molecules are negligibly polarized by the
e l ectri c field of the surface -does not hold for water vapor adsorption.
An important part of the adsorption of vapors by porous bodies at high
relative pressures is supposed to be by the mechanism of capilla ry condensation
(Wadsworth , 1944) . It has been proposed that capillary condensation occurs
spontaneously after completion of the monolaye r and also, to the contrary, that
capillary condensation is preceded by multilaye r formation.

Therefore , adsorp-

tion effects must be taken into account in the application of the capillary theory
to ideal porous systems.
According to Jurinak et al. (19 62 ), polymolecular adsorption accounts for
all adsorption of water on glass spheres up to rel ative pressures of 0 . 98 with
no indication of condensation.

Li-kaolinite shows no evidence of ion hydration

or capillary condensation up to a relative pressure of 0. 972, and Na kaolinite
shows multilayer adsorption up to p/ p 0 = 0. 9, where ion hydration is initiated
(Jurinak, 1963 ; Johans en and Dunning, 1959).
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Hysteres is in the adsorption-desorption isotherm is characteristi c of
capillary condensation . It i s frequently considered that the lower limit of the
hysteresis loop is also the lower limit of capillary condensation, but Carman (1 953)
shows that capillary condensati on exte nds below this point.

According to Carman ,

hysteresis arises fr om the delay in pe rmeation of a me niscus and occurs in the
adsorption condensation p ortion of the hysteresis loop.

Other m echanisms involved

in hysteresis have been prop osed and are r eviewe d by Adamson (19 60) , page 522 -26 .
Capilla r y condensation alone ca1mot account for the hyster e sis in wate r vap or
so rption on kaolinite, as obs e r ved by Martin (1959) . Variati ons in tbe hydrati on
of the exchangea ble ions associated w ith the c lays play a role a lso . The extent
of surface hydration-i. e., surface cove rage by hydroxyl groups- has a pronounced
influence on s ubsequ ent re vers ible adso rption of water vapor . Makrides and
Hackerman (1 959 ) have observed that the extent of adsorption of water vapor
diminishes with increas ing dehydration of the s urface.

The decrease is approxi-

mately equal to the loss of hydroxyl groups, suggesting a 1:1 correspondence
between adsorbe d water molecules and surfa ce hydroxyl groups .
From thermodynami cs it is known that the pressure dependence of soilmoisture potential gives a method to evaluate the density, or specific volume,
of adsorbed water (see chapter on Theory) . P eck (1 960) concl udes from theoretical
considerati ons that the moisture content tension curve s are different when dete rmined by suction or by pres sure methods.

He co nside rs the m oisture potential

to be dependent on three variables only: tempe rature and pressure-induced
changes in air volume, water volume , and surface tension of water, which does
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not include double layer and adsorption forces.

This makes his theory question-

able . That the moisture content - potential curves are different when determined
with suction or pressure methods had been pointed out before by Taylor (1958).
It co uld be expected that the density of adsorbed water is less than that of

free water , in agreement with the entropy data and interpretation offered by
Martin (1960).

This is actually reported by Anderson and Low (1958) from simul-

taneous measure ments of the change in volume of the paste and of the expressed
water when a clay-water paste was compressed.

At distances of 10 A, the

density of water in Li, Na, and K bentm;ites were 0. 975, 0. 972, and 0. 981,
respectively. The same authors (l ow and Anderson, 1958,) concluded from pycnometer measurements, by which method they could not measure closer than 84 A,
that the partial specific volume of water in Li, Na, and K bentonite suspensions
was the same as that of free water.

Viscosity data, reported by Low (1960),

again supported a less dense structure of adsorbed water.

Deeds and van Olphen

(1961), using pycnometer techniques, concluded that the density of the first two
mono layers of water which are adsorbed between the unit layers is slightly below
normal in most expanding clays, but that the density of water adsorbed beyond
the first two monolayers of water is normal within the experimental error.
The difference in values obtained by Anderson and Low (1958), on the one
hand, and those by Deeds and van Olphen , on the other, is such that Graham (1 962 )
expresses strong doubts whether variation of water density has been demonstrated
at all for water at distances greater than a few molecular layers from the cl ay
surface.

He questions in particular the method employed by Anderson and Low
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(1958 ). Mackenzie (19 58 ) criticizes the approach by Anderson and Low , a ls o,
and cite s values of the specific volume of bound water of less than unity; i.e. ,
a more dense structure.
A more dense water structure is also reported by de Wit and Arens (1952).
They give a va lue as low as 0. 71 for the specific volume of water for a moisture
content in montmorillonite of 11 .6 pe rcent.

Orchiston (1 953) supports the concept

of a more dense water structure from adsorption data interpreted with the BET
equation.

A change in slope of log p/p0 agai.Qst l/x 2 , where xis t he mass of

adsorbate (a procedure proposed by Harkins and Jura, 1944), shows two linear
regions , indicating a phase change in the condensed film from a water stru ct ure
with a density greater tha n that of liquid water to a water structure with a de nsity
less than that of liquid water . Bahrani (1963) inte rprets his study of the press ure
dependence of soil-water matric potential, using pressure-plate apparatus to
m easur e this potential, as indicating a more dense structur e of soil water.
However, this interpretation is from differential quantities, which, according
to Hill (1950), is not a valid procedur e.

Whether soil water is less or more

dense than free water is still an open qu estion that needs to be investigated.
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THEORY

Hill (1950) ha s given two equiva lent ways of analyzing the thermodynamic
properties of an adsorbate (w ater ) on a solid adsorbent (s oil sol id) . One is
analogous to "sol ution thermodynamics ," and the other is ca lled "adsorption
thermodynamics." His approach has been applied to soil water by Taylo r and
Kijne (1963) for measurements on tensio meters , pressure membrane, and
psychrometric systems.

Here, only the deve l opment for the vapor- pressure

m easure m ents will be pr esented and somewhat extended.
For the chemica l potential of soil water , using soh1tion therm odynami cs
we h ave

ll

where s., ~ ( ....§.)P
dnw

(£

v)

an,.,

~ .r, r k

J

is the partial molar entropy of adsorbed wat e r ,

, a.rk

the partial molar volume of adsorbed water; e

11
z

rna

th e mas s of water held by a unit mass of dry solid; llw· the number of m oles
of water; Mw , the molecular weight of water; m a• the mass of the adsorbent
(solid); T , Ke lvin temperatur e; and
k pe r unit mass of dry solid. The term ".I

the mass of co mponent
indicates all but one of the rk

components , and P is the "hydr ostati c pressure" exerted by a hypotheti cal
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inert piston or (in part) by a hypothetical inert additional gas.

If a curved inter-

face is involved, there may be ambiguity in P when thus defined (Bolt and Frissel,
Hill (1 950), however, stresses that for thermodynamic reasons the

1960).

pressure P exerted on an adsorbent- adsorbate has precisely the same meaning
as the pressure P exerted on a solution. The effect of a curved interface is,
therefore, contained in either the water content ( 0 ) or in the surface-potential
, ) term.
From adsorption thermodynamics, the e quation (equivalent to

(1 ] ) for

the chemi cal potential of soil water in the same system is
d ~,<s =- S~dl + ;;{JJl' +

'N;.,

m;: 1 au
d , + ) ( ...J:!) ,

k:l dy k l ,T, ; oYj

where yk is the composition variable for solute k ;

·~ =

[2)

dyk

u30

-

Ua

the difference

in chemica l potential of the adsorbent in its dry (vapor pressure p = 0 ) and moist
(p

"N:.,

>

0) conditions, where
=

( ;;u,, )
-d: P ,T ,yk

and

It has been argued that the concept of surface potential is

not valid in localized adsorption; however, we have lost only the physical me aning.
The function defined by the equation is not influenced by localization or nonlo calization of the film (Whalen, 19 61). At equilibrium , the chemical potential
of water in the adsorbed state, in the liquid state, and in the gaseous state are
all equal.

We may thus use e ither the liquid or the gaseous state as a standard

to which we refer the prope rties of the adsorbed state.

For the gaseous state

we have
[ 3]
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where SwG is the entropy of water vapor and
of water vapor.

~G

the partial specific vo lume

None of the k components exist in the gaseous state, and we

have assumed that the components of air (except water vapor) are inert.
By equating , • and

3 J for equilibrium between the adsorbed and gaseous

phases, we get
m-l
I~

When

1

2

I J'. rk

and • 3

,__ '
ci~ .•

o"k_

.l P • "t

are combined, we have
m-1

I'>

The value of

~

can be determined from experimental data by the equation
[( J

This e quation is not exclusively a surface equation, and
of a potential (joules/mole ) . Further ,

has the dimensions

should not be confused with the differ-

e nce in surface tension of the clean surface and the surface tension of the surface
with adsorbate ( •,

); these two terms are related , however, since

'\

where A is the surface area of the adsorbent and NA is the number of moles of
the adsorbent. It is, therefore, not necessary to know the absolute value of

! .

a two-dimensional spreading pressure, or of A in orde r to use equation [ 5 1
(H ill, 1 949 ).

In equat ions [4 ,, f5 • and

~

6J

the assumptions involved are that the

adsorbent (soil) is inert and that the ideal gas law is val id for the water vapor.
In addition, it is assumed that [ 6 1 can be evaluated down to zero.

It is well
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known that the adsorbent involved (Millville silt loam soil, the clay fraction
mostly consisting of montmorillonite ) is not entirely inert.

Nevertheless, the

thermodynamic functions remain well-defined quantities; but it is not proper to
ass ign all of the variations to the water molecules.
The differential values of entropy and enthalpy can be calculated from the
temperature depe ndence of vapor pressure in ' 4

Rearranging [ 4 '

gives

for constant T and P

.. :-)

~~--"·,!

\-,.)

.c.

~

I I

• • J

The last term on the right of [ 7 ] has been called the osmotic effect or the
osmotic-potential contribution. The temperature dependence of the vapor pressure
at constant P and

can be founcl from 1 4

to be

!

)

=',T(

Similarly,

'o.

5 ] g ives for the ca l culation of the corresponding integral va lues

_ l_

y {~.y~·
.

v\·•C ,_.,;:,

\•}(,

)

,l

..

• '

ancl

...

.,

c

The equation for the potentia l of water in a solution containing Xk moles
per liter of component k is given by
-1
-

.>-II

+

·f d i> •

r

\-.-)

! ....

I

}

j
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where the subscript f denotes the liquid state. When [11 , is combined with l 1 ,
and

2

, equat ions corresponding to [ 7

to t lO , , for tensiometer and pressure-

plate or membrane methods, can be derive d (T aylor and Kijne, 1963).
thos e with e quations ' 7

to

[10

Comparing

, we see that vapor-pressure measurements

include the influence of solutes on the system, which influence is not measured
by the tensiometer and pressure-plate or membrane methods.

This may contribute

to the discrepancy in values obtained by using the different m ethods as found by
Wilsdon eta!. (1 935).
The pressure dependence of the vapor pressure at constant T and & can be
found from r 4

to be

_:·!..;;. + - -

-;' l

, ,.,.!

k

1

~__l!)

.P. '

;

<~·~

It seems valid to assume that the mass of component k per unit mass of dry
solid (' k) is independent of a change in pressure; hence, the last term on the
right of
vwG

=

,12

becomes trivial. If we treat the vapor as a perfect gas , then

RT/p, and we obtain
...:.~

r

which is the partial speci fi c (molar) volume of water in the system. The corresponding equations for the integral quantity are derived from

5

to be

(-··

and
- -~ -n ) ..... ,

r,J _,
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where v~ is the integral volume of one mole of water adsorbed on a unit
amount of dry soil at a particul ar temperature and surfa ce potential.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The relative vapor p ressur e of soil water is m ea sured with thermocouples
made according to the design of Ri chards and Ogata (1 958 ).

The the rmal junction

of the therm oco uple consists of a silver loop with a radius of 2 mm and is
attache d to constantan and chromel- P wires, all of which are suspended ove r the
soil samp le. The wires from which the couple is made are 0. 001" in diameter .
Evaporation from a spherical drop of water suspended inside the silver loop
causes the cooling of the couple . The amount of cooling, which is an indi cation
of t he water act ivity in the chamber, is measured by the emf output of the therm ocouple. The emf out put is measured on a Leeds and Northrup K 3 pote ntiometer.
A diagram of this arrangem ent is given in Figure l.
All junctions were thermally co nt r oll ed and shielded to avo id interference
so that t he e mf could be measured to 0. 01

~

V precision. The thermocouple psychro-

meters were calibrated at diffe r e nt te mperat ures or different pressures by m easuring
their e mf output over KCl solutions of known water activity.

A sample ca libration

curve is shown in Figure 2 . The small temperature corrections for the relation
between water activity and molality of KCI solutions we r e obtai ned from data given
by Hornibrook et a l. (19 42) and Robins on and Stokes (1 955) . The pertinent values
are given in Table l. The dependence of vapor pressure of KCI solutions on total
pressure is negligible for t he pressure range involved (Guggenheim,l959, p. 230) .
The emf output of the thermocouples was meas ured I 1/2, 4, and 6 ho urs
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P otentiomete r
(Lee ds and Northntp K3)

~

r-z--

l eve l water bath

r ub ber ho se
rubber seal
copper tubing 2. 3 em I. D .
2.2 cmO . D .
11

1. 0 em 0 . D.

t hermocoupl e with loop

soil container 2. 2 em 0. D.

Figttre 1 . Schematic di agram of psychrometer
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Calibration curve for psychrometer, relating potentiometer reading in I' V with water potential in joules/kg.
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Table 1.

Values of the free energy of KCl calibration solutions for four
different temperatures

Molarity
KCl solution

r:, F in -joules/kg

aw at 25° C

0.1 M
0.2 M
0. 3 M
0. 5M
l.OM

.99667
. 99343
. 99025
. 98389
.96814

12. 00°

c

16. 00°

c

439.854
446.024
868 . 484
880.667
1291. 048 1309.158
2138. 905 2168 . 909
4265.372 4325 . 206

after the sample tubes had been placed in the bath.

c

28. 80° c

453.814
887. 597
1332. 022
2206.787
4400.741

465. 768
919 . 650
1367 . 108
2264. 915
4516. 660

21. 05°

The output after 1 1/2 hours

was higher, up to 10 percent, than at 6 hours , both over the calibrati on solutions
and the soil samples.

After 6 hours, the output stayed constant for a period of

at least 1 hour , after which it dropped gradually.

Constant monitoring of the

temperature inside the innerbath indicated that the time at which the emf became
consta nt coincided with the time at which the temperature became stable in t he
innerbath. The time during which the emf output of the thermocouple remained
constant after temperature equilibrium was obta ined was dependent on the relative
humidity around the couple.

It was observed that a marked decrease in emf had

occurred by the time that the drop on the couple had become a flat water film
inside the silver loop.
A maximum drift of about 3 percent in the emf output was noticed when
the thermocouples were recalibrated ov!"r the same solutions after two or three
months.
intervals.

It is , therefore , necessary to recalibrate the thermocoupl es at regular
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The method of Richards and Ogata (1958 ) was modified to permit complete
immersion of the sample tubes , as was similarly reported by Klute and Richards
(1962) . The tubes were immersed in a constant-temperature bath controlled to a
precision greater than

' 0. 001 C (Kijne and Taylor, 1963). A single sample of

Millville silt loam at a given predetermined water conte nt was sealed in the measuring chamber so that only heat could be exchanged with the surroundings. The
t e mperature of the bath and , in a second series of experiments, the pressure of
the air over the sample, could be varied as desired.

Measurements were made

over the same sample at four different temperatures from 12. 0 to 28 . 8°C. The
measurements were limited to the relative vapor pressure range from 0. 9600 to
1. 0000 .

Bulk soil samples were prepared in a pressure-membrane apparatus .
The soil had previously been screened and wetted in a standardized m anner and
was then brought to equilibrium at the desired a ir pressure . After the soi l had
been removed from the pressure cell, it was sieved thro ugh a No. 20 sieve (0. 84
mm sieve opening) , and the moisture content was determined by drying to constant
weight at 105°C . The soil was stored in dark , sealed containers in a constant
temperature room , controlled to 0. 5oc . From these bulk samples, subsamples
we r e taken and placed in the soil sample tubes in the psychrom ete rs .
The necessary supplemental dat a in the relative vapor-pressure range
from 0 . 000 to 0. 939 were obtained from heat of wetting me asurements.

There

exists an extensive li terature on microcalorimetry in general (Sturtevant, 1945;
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Swi etoslawsky, 1946 ; Berghausen, 1954 ; Kraus, 1954; Pierce eta \. , 1958) and
on calorimeters used for heat-of-wetting measurements in particular (Z ettlemoyer,
et al. 1953 ; Slabaugh, 1955; Makrides and Hackerman, 1959).

Zettlemoyer et al.

were probably the first to des cribe the use of thermistor type calorimeters for
heat-of-wetting measurements .
The calorimeters which were used in this study were modifications of
those described by P ierce eta \. (19 58 ), as shown in Figure 3. The heat oulput
was measured with a 100. 000

thermistor in a Wheatstone bridge circuit and

recorded on a Bristol r ecorder . The calorimeter was calibrated before each
measurement by putting a known amount of current through the heater for a period
of l minute and observing the deflection on the recorder . The schematic diagram
of the heating arrangement is given in Figure 4.
Both the resistance of the ca libration heater and the current chosen were
such that the amolUlt of heat liberated in 1 minute produced about 4/5 of a fullscale deflection on the recorder.

A similar deflect ion was produ ced in about the

same time by the wetting of the dri est sampl es. The two calorimeters used were
connected in turn with the same calibration and temperature-recording lUl it in
order to make r ea dings.

Heats of wetting were measured with a precision of

0. 01 cal orie per gram of soil.
Samples were prepared in sealed bulbs that are broken beneath the water
surface so as to introduce the dry so il there.

The bulbs, blown from pyrex tubing

0. 277 11 in diameter , had about a 3 cc volume.

They were weighed empty and again

after they were filled with powdered oven-dry Mill ville silt-loam soil. They were
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Wheatstone bridge circuit
with recording potentiometer

L__ _ __

]_

lid outer bath
water l evel outer bath

~~tl;~;;=;~;;~"'~1~11 ~ water level inne r bath
1 thermo-bottle inside lucite
container

12

Figure 3.

2 lucite support
3 sample bulb
4 breaking device
5 nut for breaking dev ice
6 motor for stirrer
7 glass stirrer rod
8 thermistor
9 calibration heater
10 bulb support
11 rubber seal
12 stirring for inner bath

Diagram of calorimeter for heat of wetting measurements
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47

7.4

heating coil in calorimeter

Figure 4.

Diagram of calibration circuit for calorimeter
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then allowed to reach water-vapor equilibrium in atmospheres of different relative
humidities in evacuated desiccators, after which they were again weighed and
sealed. These weights, accurate to 0. 01 gram, were thus determined for the
samples when dry and after they had atta ined their moisture-content equilibrium .
The relative humidities in the de siccators were controlle d with P 2o 5 to give zero
vapor pressure , and with four different sulfuric acid solutions to give 93. 9, 58. 3,
18. 8, and 3 . 2 percent relative humidity.

Evacuation of the desiccators greatly

reduces the time required to reach equilibrium. The desiccators were first
evacuated for 12 hours and then placed in a dark a ir bath controlled to 0.1 oc.
The temperature of the a ir bath could be varied as desired.

After remov-

ing the bulbs from the desiccators and sealing them, they were placed in one of
the two calorimeters. Each calorimeter was placed in a separate water bath
contained within a larger wate r bath which was controlled to 0.1o c . Temperature
equ ilibrium inside the calorimete r was reached in about 10 hours , at which time
the temperature of the liquid in the calorimeter changed less than 0. 001 °C in 15
minutes, which was about the time it took for one calibration and meas urement .
The heat-of-breaking of the thin-walled sample bulbs was negligibly small .
In most heat-of-wetting studies, this h eat-of-br ea king is ignored when the adsorbate

is water.

Gunde rjahn et al. (195 8) concluded that the main source of heat-of-

breaking is due to the turbulent flow with which the liquid m oves into the broken
bulb. The bulbs used in this study were smaller than most sample bulbs in use;
consequently , this heat source was reduced.
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In this calorimeter study, only the total immediate heat-of-wetting

was observed.

A slow evolution of heat, as noticed by Gunderjahn eta!.

(1959) for a period of several hours, could not be detected.
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND ANALYSIS

The psychrometric method was used to determine the r e lative humidity
over sample s of Millville silt loam at soil-moisture contents varying between
3 . 85 and 16.12 percent water.

The so il water potential may be expressed in

terms of freee nergy (-joules/kg), using the re lat ion

whe r e aw is the re lative activity of so il water , which is taken as p/p 0

,

or the

ratio of the water vapo r press ure of t he sample divided by the saturated vapor
pressure a t the same temperature.

Over a period of time many data we re obta ined

in this way. A substantial part of these dat a are prese nte d in T able 2. The r e lative hum idity was measured on the same sample at t hree or four temperatures .
P art of t he data were obtained while improvements were still being made on the
e quipment , which explains that in certain cases only the data from two temperatures
are g iven.
On e of the disadvantages of this parti cular psychrometric m eth od is the
introduction of a drop of wate r on the thermocouple inside a small container in
which t he relative humidity is to be m eas ured . This drop evaporates and is
condens ed on the soil, thus changing the potentia l of the soil water.

The drop of

water is completely evaporated ove r r el ative dry samples within 24 hours . This
limits to two or three days the duration that one sample can be used . Returning
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Table 2. Soil water potential of Millville silt loam at different moisture
contents
Moisture conte nt
(% dry weight)

Tem12erature (degrees C)
12 .00
16.00
21.05
-joules/kg
-joules/kg
-joules/kg

3. 85
4.32
4.36
4 . 36
4.36
4.36

1008

6 . 69

2068

6. 69
7 . 29
7.31
7.31

5111
2476

6312
2698
5436
2925
1060
1008

3846
2017
2378

1488
1936
1067

2458
2297
1696
2244
1322

2487
1726
2202
1318

7. 72
7 . 73
7.94
8.10
8. 14
8.54
8 .55
8.7
8.7
9. 06

1778
1594

2044
1763

1264
2661
1383
1449
1020
1110
198

1389
2738
1322
1670

9.59
9.8
9.8
9.8
9.8
10 . 11
10.11

543
1700
1590
1080
990
1120
960

681

10 . 26
10 .26
10.26
10.26
10.26

881

1416
1223
868
788
735

a Measurements take n with increasing temperature.
bMeasurements taken with decreasing temperature.

3194

28.80
-joules/kg
6765
3612
6862
3668
4812
2831

1875
1060
1617
2500
1672
1889
1515
1170
1291
1658
2100
1300
1200
1040
1175
1150
1971
1345
1169
1074

2204

1646
1743
1702
1725a
1290a
809

2040a
1670a

1360~

1110
1795b
2060b

1548
1493
101 8
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Table 2.

(cont'd. )

Moisture content
(% dry weight)
11.28
11. 8
11. 8
12 .1
12.2
12.3
12.4
12.8
13.1
13.1
13 . 19
13.90
13.90
13.90
14.90
14.92
15. 65
15 .73
15 .75
16.12
16.12

(degrees C)
16. 00
21. 05
-joules/kg
-joules/kg
240
489

Tem~rature

12.00
-joules/kg
11 8

184
329

629
307
708

896

1255
1095
1202

28 . 80
-joules/kg
739

883
598
1100
149
131 8
747

1479
655
1255
153
1367

1211
652
109
1780

1172
209
1827
321
1241

177 8
342

1549
494

342

574

299
924

187
134

326
639

134

258
299

377
600
390

313

363

263

394

508
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to the same temperature after such a period, a higher value of the water potential
was sometimes obtained. In those cases, only data of two subsequent days were
used . Se ri es were sometimes run fr om high temperature to low temperature and
vice versa, and sometimes in an arbitrary sequence , as is indicated in Table 2 .
This was done in order to e liminate the influence of time on the potential. The
temperature dependence dominated over the time de pendence , as can be seen from
these data .
The measurements show consistent temperature-induced changes for the
individual samples.

However, there is quite a variation in the potential of samples

with the sa me or nearly the same moisture content. This may be , in part , a
result of differences in packing. Small real changes in moisture content ca use
large differences in potential. In the beginning , only the water content of the
bulk samples, from which the sub-samples were taken, was determined ; and it
was assumed, perhaps incorrectly at times, that the water content of these bulk
samples was uniform and remained unchanged for two or three weeks.
It can be seen from the data in Table 2 and also from Figure 5 that the

soil-water potential decr eases with increas ing tempera ture, which is contrary
to the r es ults obtained with tensiometers.

In Figure 5, the smoothed relation

between water potential and soil-water content from Table 2 has been plotted
for four temperatures without showing actual data points.

Some data of the water

pote ntial in moist g lass beads (average diameter 29 11) and in washed sand, pre sented in Table 3, also show a decrea se in potential with increasing temperature.
For the whole range of vapor pressures, vapor pressure is plotted in
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Soil water potential (- joules/kg) as a function of water
content at different temperatures for Millville silt loam.
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Table 3. Total water potential in -joules/ kg at different temperatures
for glass beads and sand at different moisture contents

Moisture content
(% dry weight)
Glass beads
7.4

12.00

Temperature (degrees C)
16.00
21. 05

805
395

1020
1020

Sand

0. 34
0.22
0.16

420
1385
1580
3215

680
1485
1925
3420

885
1795
2200
3640

28.80
1325
1340
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Figure 6 as a function of soil-water content for Millville silt loam. The values
for the dry range , below a moisture content of 3 percent, were obtained gravimetrically from the samples that had been brought to e quilibrium at different
vapor pressures. The resulting sigmoidal curves are in good agreement with
those for the drier range obtained by Thomas (1921) , determined by a similar
method, and by Kohl (1962 ), determined with an adsorption-balance method, both
using the same Millville silt loam obtained from the Utah State Greenville Experimental Farm, as was used in this study.
According to £8], differential values of (Swc- Sw) and (HwG- Hw) are
obtained directly , from a plot of vapor pressure as a function of temperature.
This plot is given in Figure 7, which was derived from Figure 6. The change in
the composition of the solution phase as a result of temperature changes is
ass umed to be negligible. The differential values ca lculated from Figure 7 are
given in Table 4. Due to un certainties inherent in plotting and determ ining slopes
from these plots, the accuracy is -'2 . 5 joules/mole-degree for the entropy values
and

0. 8 kilo joules/mole for the enthalpy values.
Values of the surface potential •

were determined in accordance with

by graphically integrating, by m e ans of a p lanimeter, the curve relating the ratio
of moisture cont ent over vapor pressure versus vapor pressure for the different
temperatures. These curves, reduced in size, are presented in F igure 8.
According to

10 , integral values of <Swc- St_,) and ( Hwc- H\t,) can be

obtained directly from a plot of vapor pressure as a function of temperature at

6
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Figure 7. Variation of vapor pressure with temperature for Millville silt
loam at different soil-moisture contents

Table 4.

e

D ifferential values of (SwG- Sw ) and (HwG - ~v > at different t e mperatures a nd s o il-moisture
contents
12.00° c
AS
AH

ll

16 .00° c
AH

s

21. 05 °
AS

c
AH

AS

28.80° c
AH

0 . 010

93

29

141

44

181

57

229

73

0.018

127

36

146

43

175

53

213

66

0. 024

165

46

145

42

144

43

289

88

0.030

166

45

157

46

15 1

45

166

50

0.045

177

48

159

46

166

49

146

44

0.060

152

42

164

47

164

48

146

44

0 . 09 6

150

41

162

47

1 74

51

146

44

0 . 120

150

41

1 61

47

1 73

51

146

44

0. 150

150

41

1 61

47

173

51

146
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Un its of P are gram H:P/gram soil d ry weight.
Units of <SwG - ~) joules /mol e -degree.
Units of (HwG- ~) kilo jo ules/mole
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constant surface potential.

In or der to get this curve, it is first ne ce ssa ry to

obtain from the experimenta l data a curve for vapor press ure as a function of
surfa ce potentia l.

This is shown in Figure 9, where the vapor pressure is

plotte d as a function of

+ for

the four te mperatures.

At se lected va l ue s of

.; ,

vapor press ure is read from the c urve of 9 at several temperature s; and thus
Figure 10 was cons tructed.

The integral values of ( l\vG-

8\t) and

Ht )

( ffwG-

for four temperatures, obtained from Figure 10, are presented in Table 5.

Heat of wetting measurements
An indication of t he relative randomness of soil-water m olecul es and freewater molecules can be obta ine d from heat of wetting m eas ureme nts of moist-soi l
samples.

Heat of wetting data for Millville silt l oam , averaged for two or three

m ea surements , are given in Table 6 for three te mperatures.

These val ues are

betwe en those for be ntonite (Zettlemoyer, et a l. , 1955) and thos e for Li kaolinite
(Koh l , 1962) .
T he data can be used to determine inte gra l val ues of

(8\t -

~v)

and

(Ht - Hpwl from the equations, taken from Jura and Hill (1 952 ) which are in
our notation:
•

l

..

a nd

in which hao is t he heat of wetting of the clean adsorbent; haw , the he at of
wetting of the adsorbent preadsorbed with Naw m olecules of water; and the

..
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Figure 9 . Vari ation of vapor presst ,re wit h surface pote ntial for Millville
silt loam at different temperatures.
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Figure 10 . Variation of vapor pressure with temperature for Millville silt
loam at different values of surface potential.
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Table 5. Integral values of ( SwG- S* ) and (H - H*) for Millville
w
wG- w
loam at different surface potentials
and four te mperatures

12 . oo 0 c

16. 00°C

s

H

·- s

20

90

20

105

30

72

16

40

64

50

21. 05°C

28 . 8o 0 c

.o S

~ H

s

:. H

2!.1

120

29

159

40

75

16

78

17

84

19

15

69

16

75

18

87

21

52

12

56

13

61

15

71

17

60

76

20

79

21

83

22

89

24

70

80

22

82

23

85

24

94

26

80

80

22

86

24

93

27

108

31

90

79

22

86

24

94

28

112

33

100

106

30

108

31

110

31

114

34

Units of

.H

are joules/ mole;

of (SwG- Szt, ), joules/mole-degree;
of (HwG -

Hzt ),

kilo joules/mole .
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Table 6.

Heats of wetting of Millville loam samples, with different moisture
contents , pre-adsorbed at different temperatures

16. 06°C
Moisture
content
Heat
j/ m
%

21.05°C
Moisture
content
Heat
j/in
%

28. 80°
Moisture
content

c

%

Heat
j/m

2.6

0.0

2.7

0. 0

2. 5

5. 0

2.0

4.5

1.3

6. 5

1. 1

12 . 4

0.6

57 . 2

0. 1

78 . 4

0. 2

85.8

0. 3

93.8

0. 05

93.2

0.1

131.5

0.0

110.3

0.0

126.2

0.0

143.3
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subscript pw, pure free water.

The f

values corresponding with the moisture

contents of the samples were obtained from Figures 6 and 9.
of

+ and the

Using these values

measured heats-of-wetting as given in Table 6, entropy va lues and

enthalpy values were determined from [17

and

t 18 '

These values are pre -

sented in Table 7 .

Psychrometri c measurements with varying pressure
Da ta on the pressure dependence of the total soil-water potential of moist
Millville silt loam samples at 21. 05 C are given in Table 8.

From ' 13

, it is

known that the pre ssure dep ende nce of In p permits calculation of the partial
spec ifi c volume of water in the system. Similarly, for pure water,

where v .. is the specific volume of pure water.
;13

Whe n t19 ] is subtracted from

, it is seen that the pressure dependence of the soil-water potential gives

the difference in spe cifi c volume of soil water and pure water:
_:)

This equation is the same as e quation · 39 1 in Bahrani (19 63 ) . Values for
( vw- Vpw ) are given in Table 8.
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Table 7.

("S(t, -

Integral values of

Spwl and ~

- flpwl for Millville

silt loam, obtained from heats of wetting

16 . 00°
GS

c

21. 05°
.H

¢

s

c

28. 8<1>
H

¢

s

c
6H

93

1.1

0

97

1.1

0

104

1.1

0

81

2. 3

0

55

9.1

0

99

1.8

0

28

18.4

0

1 45.7

0

6

41.1

0

0

37.5

0

0 53.1

0

40. 1

0

The tmi.ts of
The units of

Table 8.

Moisture
content
% dry wt .

7

S are joul es/mole -degree.
' H are kilo joules/mole.

Tota l soil- m oisture potential and the d ifferen ce in specific
vo lume of soi l water and pure water for Millville s ilt loam
samples at varying moisture contents and for two different
va lues of external pressure a nd 21.05° C.
Moistur e potential at an
applied air pressure of
0 em Hg
40 em Hg
-joules /kg
-joules/kg

Vw- vpw
cc/gr

21. 4

200

200

0.0

21.4

210

220

-0 .2

17.5

305

310

- 0. 1

11 .9

1400

1400

0.0

9. 8

1690

1700

-0 . 2

8. 7

3600

3600

0. 0

5.1

6100

6100

0. 0
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DISCUSSION

Soil water-potential when measured psychrometrically varies inversely
with temperature for Millville silt lo am and for two other materi als-- sand and
glass beads--which were tested. This is shown by the data in Tables 2 and 3
and by Figure 5.

The inverse relation between potential and temperatur e con-

firms the data obtained by Robins {1952) and by Kl ute and Ri chards (1 962 ) with
sodium saturate d montmorillonite.
Kelvin's equat ion:
'I

0

predicts that the water potential varies directly with te mperature . In this
equation, Vis m olar volume;

Y, surface te nsion ; r, c ur vature;

p, vapor

pressure ove r the curved surface; and p 0 , the vapor pressure of a flat-water
surface at the same temperature as for p . In general , in appli catio ns of Ke lvin 's
e quation , it is assumed that the right-hand side of
.;·

21

in cr eases {becomes l ess

ne gative ) with in creasing temperature . The surface te nsion of water decreases
with an inc rea se in temperature, and molar volume and radius of curvature are
ass ume d to r e main constant with a change in temperature . Combination of · 16 1
and

21

results in

It is shown that

decreases {be come s more negative) with increasing temper-

ature, contrary to what Ke lvi n's e quation predi cts . Shereshe fsky a nd coworkers
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(1950 ) have shown that Kelvin's equation does not predict the right magni tude of
the vapor-pressure lowering in some porous materials.

Apparently, al so,

Kelvin's equation does not correctly predict the changes in vapor pressure
resulting from temperature changes, because this equation does not take into
account the temperature effects on the molar volume of soil water and the apparent radius of curvatuxe of soil water.
It should be pointed out that a decrease in potential with increasing
temperature does not contradict the observed experimental result that water
moves from hot to cold areas in porous media (Cary , 1961),

The flow of other

materials, such as solutes, heat, or electricity, may influence the flow of water
and cause it lo move in a direction opposite to a partial molar free-energy gradient,
which possibility was analyzed by Kemper (1961) , among others. In those cases,
the only criterion for equilibrium is that the entropy of the system is maximal at
equi librium .
The differential entropy va lues in Table 4 show at all four temperatures
an absolute or relative minimum valu e between a moisture content of 1 and 2. 4
percent. A similar minimum in the entropy c urves was reported by Marttn
(1960) . These minimum values at low moisture contents may be associated
with swelling of the soil.

It is, however, impossibl e to draw any definite con-

clusions from these differential quantities, due to uncertainties of determination
and interpretation (Hill , 195 0) .
The integ.ral values of

<Swo- S{. )

fo r Millville loam, given in Table 5

for different temperatures and surface potentials, indi cate th at the entropy of
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water molecules in the adso;rbed state is less tha'(f.the entropy of water in th e
gaseous state; or , in other words, the water molecules are more orderly in
the adsorbed t han in the gaseous s tate. The entropy of vaporization ( S.Va- Spwl.
where Spw is the entropy of free liquid water , is abo ut 11 9 joules/mole-degree at
250 C . The obtained value s of (f\vG- S(t.), given in Table 5, are all , except two,
l ess than 119 joules/mole -degree . This means t~at (SwG-

S! ) is less than

(SwG- Spw>• or the entropy of soil water is more than the entropy of free liquid
water (soil -water molecules a r e, on the average, l e ss orderly than p ure free water m ol ecu les ) . The difference between the entropy of soil wate r and the
entropy of pure water r eaches its maximum value for r ela tive dry soil ( t values
from 30 to 5 0 joules /mol e ) and decre ases with incre asing moisture co ntent (higher
4> values) . This obse r ved difference in entropy value s is in agree m e nt with earlier

conclusion s (Ma rtin , 1960) that sorbed water mol ecule s are arranged less orderly
than are free liquid-water m olecules.
The two values of

<S.Vc- S(t. ) in Table

5, which are more th an 119 joules/

mole - degree, are at the lowest surface pote ntial. This may be associated with
swelling of the soil or wit h hydration of ions , which wo uld make it incorrect to
assign the entire entropy change to the soi l wate r.
Some uncertainty exists r e lative to the ca lculated val ues of Table 5. The
curves in Figure 8, below a moisture content of 3 percent , are for samples that
were prepare d by adsorption of wate r by dry soi l exposed to a higher relative
humidity; hence, they are adsorption curves.

Abov-e a moisture co ntent of 3

pe rcent , the samples were dried from initiall y wet soil ; he nce, the curves are
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for desorption . The error introduced , due to the hysteresis involved , might
have a small but consistent influence on all

+ v~ues,

because they are ca lcu-

l ated from Figure 8. The entropy of soil water, however, would still be more
than that of fre e water , even if the + values were as much as 10 percent in
error.

It is e stimated that the

+values are more likely about 1 per cent

larger than they wo uld have been if samples prepared by adsorption of water
had been used, also , for the wet range.
The heat - of-wetting values in Table 6 vary inversely with soil-water
content . For the samples with ze ro-moisture content, the he at of wetting was
lowe s t whe n equilibrium was reached in the desiccator at a lower temperature.
The difference in he at of wetting for soil samples with the same moisture content
but e quilibrated at different temperatures is statistically not significant. The
samples with zero-moisture content were obtained in desiccators with P 2 0 5
It has been observed (Puri et a!. , 1925) that drying of soil samples over such
strong desiccants causes a dissolution of calcium salts and organi c compounds ,
exposing a greater adsorbing surface for water . The lower heat of wetting of
these samples at the lower temperature might be the result of a temperature
effect on the dissolution of the compounds , such that less surface area is available for adsorption of water at t he lower temperature.
The entropy data derived from the heats-of-wetting , presented in
Table 7, confirm the e arlier conclus i on that the entropy of soil wate r is more
than the entropy of pure water ; hence , the water molecules are l ess orderly in
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soil water than in pure water. The positive difference between the entropy of
soil water and pure water seems to reach its maximum value for relative dry
soil (low surface potential values) and decreases with increasing moisture
content. This was also indicated by the entropy val ues in Table 5, as was
pointed out before . Therefore, with increasing moisture content of the soil ,
the water molecules become more orderly until they approach in wet soil the
orderliness of pure free-water molecules. This is in agreement with the
earlier description of the structttre of water as it exists in porous media.
Oster and Low (1963) , however, concluded from specific conductance
stud ies on montmorillonite that water became less orderly with increasi ng
water contents of the clay, a lthough they did not include any actual entropy
va lues . They attributed the increase in entropy of the system during the hydration pro cess to the water molecules, although it is known that swelling occurs
when water is added to montmorillonite . The entropy increase observed by
Oster and Low (1963) may be the same as the increase in the difference between
the entropy of soil water and pure water upon a change in surface potential from
20 to 50 joules/mole (noticeable in the va lues of Table 5 and expressed there as
a decrease in the difference between the entropy of water in the gaseous state
and the entropy of soil water) .
The e quipment used to determine the pressure dependence of the total
moisture pote ntial is not suitable for Millville loam samples dri er than about
3 . 5 percent moisture . For this reason, no va lues of the surface potential could
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be dete rmined to permit cal culation of integral va lues of the partial molar
volume of soil water, since, according to
limit of integration.

6

, this r e quires p

=

0 as the

Howeve r , the relation between surfa ce potential and

vapor press ure is known from the psy chrometri c measurements for 21. 050C and
with no applie d air pre ssure.
It is possible to estimate the values of the surface potential at the appli ed ·
air pressures of 20 and 40 em Hg, relative to the value of f at atmospheric
pressure .

For it is known from Figures 9 and 10 that an increase in moisture

potential with decreasing tem pe rature results in a l a rger f
vapor pressure at the l ower temperature.

value for the sa me

Assuming that a plot of the relation

between surface potential and vapor pre ssure at different applied pressures is
similar to the curve s in Figure 9, that is, assuming that the curves do not
inte r cept for the diffe rent applied pressures, the inve rse relation betwee n
m oisture p otential and total pre ssure (T able 8) should give a larger • value
for the same vapor pressure at the lowe r total pressure.

A plot of va por pres-

sure {p) as a function of applied pre ssure at constant surface potenti a l would
then be similar to figure 10 when pre ssure instea d of temperature is plotted on
the X-axis.
The depe ndence of the vapor pressure of pure water {p 0 ) on total pres sure
can be ignored for the pressure range involved (Guggenhe im , 1959, p. 230) . Therefore, the directi on of the variat ion of soil water potential (RT In p/p0 ) as a function
of applied pressure, under condit ions of constant temperature and surface pote ntial ,
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is known; and an estimated plot of this relation is given in Figure 11. The
variation of total soil - water potential with pressure at constant surface potential
and temperature permits evaluation of the difference between the integral specific
volume of soil water and pure water according to:

which equation is equivalent to ' 20

, for co nditions of constant surface

potential.
The expected increase in potential with an increase in total pressure (Figure 11) suggests that the partial molar volume of soil water is larger than that
for pure water. In other words, the density of adsorbed water is less than that
of fr ee water, which is in agreement with the entropy data reported in this study
and with several density data reported in the literature.

Bah rani (19 63 ) con-

cluded that the density of water increased when it is mixed with unsaturated soil.
His conclus ion is based on the pressure dependence of soil water mat ric potential,
determined with pressure-plate apparatus.

This method does not measure the

influence of solutes on the system, which Bahrani (1 963, p . 57 ) assumed to be
negligible . Another more importa nt consideratio n, however, is that Bahrani's
concl usion is based on interpretation from differe ntial values, which is a questionable proce dure (Hill , 1950). The differential values of the partial specific volume
of soil water reported by Bahrani (1 963 ) and those reported in Table 8 of this
thesis are in good agreement both in magnitude and sign.
One fallacy in the m ethod by which the pressu re dependence of the total
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An estimate d plot of the rel ation between soil-water potenti al
and applied air presst1re, under conditions of constant temperature and surface potential
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soil-water potential was determined in this study should be pointed out.

The

increase in total pressure was brought about by an increase in air pressure;
consequently, the ca rbon dioxide pressure was increase d . Data reported by
Re itemeye r and Richards (19 44 ) show that C02 reacts with ca lcareous constitLtents of the soil to increase the concentration of Ca and Mg bicarbonate
in the liquid expressed from a pressure membrane apparatus with an increase
in the applied air pressure.

This is confirmed for the Millville silt loam soil

by the results of a study by Soane (1958), which showed that the electrical conductivity of the solution expressed from a pressure plate apparatus increased
steadily (the salt concentrat ion increased ) with applied air pressure and increased
temperature. Soane 's (19 58 ) data indicate that this effect becomes significant
on ly at applied air pressures of over 2 bars.

Nevertheless, the pressure depend-

e nce of the total soil -w ater potential could be due partly to an osmotic effect
rather than entirely to interacti on between water molecules and adsorbent.

The

conclusion on the relative values of the partial molar volume of soil water and
pure water is based on these pressure-dependence data and is therefore somewhat
speculative .
The total soil- water potential of Millville silt loam , as shown by relative
vapor -pressure measurements, was seen to decrease with increasing temperature.
This co uld , perhaps , also be interpreted as an osmotic effect due to an increased
concentration of solutes in the soil solution. Soane (1 958) observed , as was
mentioned earlier, that the electrical conductivity of a solution expressed from
a pressure membrane apparatus increased with increasing temperature.

This
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te mperature-induced effect increased with applied air pressure and appeared to
be very sma ll at atmospheric pressure.
The increase in salt concentration of the soil solution ma y result from
temperature effects on the exchangeable and non-ex changeable ions in the soil.
Not m uch is known about the interaction of water molecules and exchangeable
ions and its temperature dependence.

There is some evide n ce that the release

of non-exchangeable ions is greatly increased as the temperature increases (Burns
and Barber, 1961; Haagsma and Miller, 1963 ). The concentration of the various
ions in the soil solution, however , does not follow the same patte r n as the moisture
content or the temperature of the soil changes. The total dis solved quantities of
some ions in crease with the addition of water, whi le concurre ntly those of other
ions m ay decrease (Rei t emeye r , 1946) .
Clay particles which fix ca ti ons m ay have a wide range of bonding
ene rgies , because the charge de fi cienc ie s on the mineral surface may originate
from geometrically and ene rgetically differe nt l eve ls , such as substitution in
the tetrahedral or octahedral laye r or as broken bonds around the edges.

E vide nce

has been presente d that the montmorillonite particles are tied together mostly at
the ir e dges in Na systems, wher e as in Ca systems the particles are more likely
to be bonded surface to surface.

Grim (19 52 ) concludes, therefore, that a

small amount of replacement of Na by Ca ions , or vice versa , co uld ca use a
shift of particl e bonds w ith a consequent great change in physical properties of
the system . Variations in bond strength between the particles result in changes
in the amount of water that will be a ds orbed between the particles.
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The temperature-induced changes in the the rmodynamic quantities of
the soil system wh ich appear to r esult in an inverse relation betwee n soil-moisture
potential and t e mperature under conditions of constant water content, m ay, therefore , be attributed to three factors: a ) interaction between water molec ul es and
the surface of the adsorbent ; b) increase in the release of exchangeable and non exchangeabl e ions; c ) r epla ce me nt of specific ions on the soil particle s , and a
consequent change in the physical properti es of the system.
The inverse relation between water potential and te mpe rature was a lso
observed for glass beads and sand (T able 3). The s e materials do not have exchange able ions and are supposed to be inert.

Jurinak eta!. (1962) have noticed, however ,

that an aqueous sl urry of the glass beads used a lso in this study produced a pH of
9. 7 . Washing with dilute acid temporarily r educed the pH, but after a short
time the be ads assumed their original alkaline status.

From this observation,

Jurinak et al. concluded that th e beads were made of a soluble alkali silicate glass.
Although the sand samples had been washed with distille d water before
they were used, there is no assurance that all the materials adsorbed on the
silica sur face had bee n r emoved.

Adamson (1960, p . 524) indicates that only

r epeated adsorption and de sorption cycles will remove all adsorbed impurities.
Conse quently, the possibility cannot be ruled out that temperature-induced osmotic
effects resulted in the observed change in thermodynamic quantities of the so il
system as well as of the glass be ads and the sand samples .
However , several points suggest that the change s in the t hermodynami c
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quantities are more likely due to an interaction between water molecules and
the surface of the adsorbent: first, the close similarity between the observed
temperature depende nce of the water potential in so diverse materials as Millville silt loam, glass beads and -aand samples;second, Soane 's (1958) observation
that the temperature-induced increase in salt concentration of the soil solution
is small at atmospheric pressure; third, Jurinak et aL (1962) showed that polymolec ular adsorption of water takes place on the surface of glass beads, even
of Pyrex beads, which they had prepared and which were known to be much
less soluble than the commercial beads.
It can be concluded, therefore, that changes in the thermodynamic
qLtantities of the system, which were induced by temperatLtre changes, are
primarily due to the interaction between water molecules and the surface of
the adsorbents.

Osmoti c e ffects may have an additional effect on these quantities ,

which is of less importance than the interaction effect.

Hence , it is justifiable

to interpret the observed inverse relation between soil-water potential and
temperature in terms of entropy changes of soil water, as has been done in
this thesis.
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SUMMARY AN D CONCLUSIONS

The temperature and pressure dependence of the total water potential
of moist Millville silt loam samples have been studied using a psychrometric
vapor-pressure technique, accompanied by a vapor-equilibrium m ethod at low
moisture contents . The data, supplemented with heats-of-wetting , are analyzed
in such a manne r as to arrive at differential and integral entropy and entha lpy
values for soil water.
The following conclusions were drawn from these analyses:
1.

Total soil-w ater potential decreases with increasing temperature, for Millville l oam and for other materials tested: glass beads and washed sand.

2. Temperature -induced changes in the thermodynamic quantities of a soil
system are primarily due to the interaction between water molecules and
the surface of the adsorbent .
3. The partial molar volu me and the apparent radius of curvature of soilwater are affected by temperature.
4. Differential entropy values show a minimum value between a moisture
content of 1 and 2 . 4 percent, which may be associated with swelling of
the soil.
5 . Integral entropy values indicate that the soil-water molecules are more
orderly in the adsorbed than in the gaseous state, an d less orderly, on the
average , than in the free-liquid state.
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6.

Beyond a surface potential of 50 joules / mole , the soil water mole cules
become m ore orderly with in creasing moisture content and approach the
orderliness of fr ee-liquid water molec ules .

7 . The partial specific volume of adsorbed water is more than that of free
liquid wate r .

!
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Propositions
Outline of Defense, Presented February 20, 1963
1.

Uptake of potassium by plant r oots is an important factor in reducing
excess qua nti ties of potassium in the soil.

The occurrence of high p otassium co ntents in soils is r are.
cases have toxic effects from potassium been reported.

Only in a few

There i s als o ev idence

that toxicity resttlting from high potassitrm contents may be lessened when offset by high calcium concentrations.

In gene r al , high potassium concentrations

result in Fe a nd Mg de fi cien cy.
Excess amounts of K occur frequently, however, in soils which are in
equilibrium wit h sea and brackish water due to l ong inundations.
such soils are those found in parts of the Netherlands.

Examples of

The ionic composit ion

of sea water that fl ooded parts of the Netherl ands and of brackish water that
floode d parts farther inland , is given in Table 9.

Table 9.

Ioni c composition of sea water and brackish water
Na

K

Mg

Ca

Sea water

77.2%

1. 8%

17 . 6%

3 . 4%

Brackish water

76.4%

1.7%

16 .5%

5.4%

The exch a nge compl ex of two types of soil in equilibrium with these soluti ons was
studied in th e l aboratory, a nd the results a r e quoted in Table 10 (van der Molen,
1957).
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Table 10 . Exchangeable cations of soils in full e quilibrium with
solutions
P ercentage of exchange able cations
Na
K
Mg
Ca
P ool soil

New land soil

Same, original
composition

41. O%

9.3%

33.7%

16 . O%

34 . 3%

8 . 1%

40 . 4%

17 . 2%

40.8%

11 .8%

34 . 9%

12. 5%

30 . 3%

10 2%

41.4%

18. 1%

25 . 1%

8. 8%

41.5%

24. 6%

0.2%

5.3%

8. 3%

86. 2%

K is pre ferentially adsorbed of the ions present in sea water, as is shown
by the percentage of K, which is about six time s as high on the exchange complex
as it is in sea water.

Ca and Mg are also more , and Na is less adsorbe d.

At

in cr ea sing dilution of sea water, the pe rcentage of adsorbed bivalent ions increases at the expense of the monovalent ions .
In flood ed soils , however , ful.l e quilibrium is seldom reached . It is reached
only after very prolonged inundations or in cases where flooded soils are falling
dry at each low tide and are flood ed again at the next high tide.

Whe n limited

amounts of flood wate r penetrate, the ionic composition of the penetrating water
is conside r a bly alte red by ion exchange with the acti ve matter of the soil . The
ioni c compos ition of soils inundated for about a yea r with water of different
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salinjty (expressed as average Cl content in grams NaCl per liter) is given in
Table 11 (van der Molen, 1957) .

Table 11 . Ionic composition of soils inw1dated for about 1 year

Salinity of
H20

Na

Exchangeable cations
K
Mg

%

Ca

%

25

27 . 0

6. 4

26 . 6

40.

25

20.4

6. 3

25 . 2

48.1

22

20.4

4. 6

23.5

51.5

11

9.6

4.0

18. 2

68.2

8.

3.2

16.2

72 . 0

1. 0

3. 5

4. 9

90 . 6

0

The amounts of exchangeable K are increased by an inundation with salt
water from approximately 3 . 5 pe rce nt of the exchange capacity to about 6. 5
percent . This means an increase inK in the upper 20 em of soil of 500 kg/ha
for a light soil (exchange capacity of 15 meq/ 100 gr) . This amount would be
twi ce as high for a heavy soil with double the exchange capacity. Van der Molen
gives data on controls of gypsum trial fields that can be considered fairly representative for natural regeneration of soil that had been subjected to natural
percolation with sea water for about 16 months . These data are plotted as
relative amounts in Figure 12 for six years after drainage started . It shows
a rapid decrease in soluble salts but slow reduction inK and Mg .
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Figure 12. Relative amounts of Mg, K, and Na during
regeneration of inundated soils.

Under, normal conditions , about 500 kg/ ha of K will be consumed during a
rotation of three crops of small grains and one crop of sugar beets in about
four years . This will be different for flooded soils, but it is reasonable to
expect that the excess amounts of K will be exha usted in a few years of cropping.
An Na extraction by plants of the same magnitude would diminish the exchangeable
Na percentage in the topsoil from 25 to 22 percent only, which is small in comparison with the much larger decrease caused by other processes. It has been shown
conclusivel y that the same general principles are operative in ordinary alkali
soils as they are in soils subject to inundation .

For that reason, the uptake

of K by plant roots can be expected to be important al so in reducing excess
quantities of K in soils in which there is such an excess due to factors other
than inundation .
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2.

If we could get information from metabolic pr ocesses in the plant cell
soon enough, it wottld give a valuable indication for the proper time of
irrigation .

At present we are inclinded to focus our attention on the soil in order to
determine the proper time for irrigation . When the plant is considered, how ever, the irrigation schedule is mostly based on the appearance of signs of
wilting. Recently, measurements of stomatal aperture by infiltration have
prove d to be a sensitive indication of the moisture potential.
Two main groups of external factors affect, directly or indirectly, the
energy status of the plant moisture : a) the rate of water loss , dependent on
atmospheric temperature, wind velocity, light intensity, and relattve humidity;
b) the rate of water absorption, dependent on soil moistu.re potential near the
roots, the rate of water movement, and the distance over which the water has
to move.
At e quilibrium, the chemical potential of water inside a plant cell is equal
to the chemical potential of the wate r in the medium around the cell. Again at
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equilibrium the latter is determined by the relative humidity of the surrounding
air for exposed cells . Higher plants are able to protect themselves from fluctuations in the relative humidity.

A potential gradient occurs when there is not

enough water in the cell to ensure complete turgidity . The decrease in turgidity
iS compensated by an increase in the osmotic value of the cell water, i.e ., by
transformation of starch into sugar.
What phys iological processes result in a change in chemical potential? A
recent review paper (Kramer, 1963) considers long-range effects. We are concerned, however , mainly with the changes resulting from short periods of cl•·ought
when we.want to use these changes as a basis for irrigation frequency . It has
bee n known for quite some time that be[are wilting occurs , the amount of monosa ccharides and sucrose decreases because of reduced photosynthesis. Gates
(1955 , 1957) has found that the changes in response to water shortage are
initiated relatively early in the drying cycle . He concluded from his studies
that the water content is closely r elated with the active carbon assimilation i n
lea ves·, protein synthesis, and active metabolism in the celL It has been shown
that the amount of protein sulphur decreases under conditions of water deficiency.
Gates and Bonner (1959) reported an increased rate of destruction of RNA in
leaves of moisture-stressed plants , coinciding with decreased accumulation of
phosphorus and occurring after one or two days of stress . Similar results were
r eported by Shah and Loomis (1961) .
The structure of protoplasm is· consid ered to be based on intra- and intermolecular bonds, which join in certain points and are of particular strength .
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This structural patte rn depends on hydration of the colloid and , hence, on the
water r elations of plant cells. A remarkable si ntilar ity has been noticed between
the Watson and Creek mode l of DNA and the structure of the tetrahedral water
lattice (Jacobson, 1953, 1954) . A single complex protein molecule can bind t o
its polar groups (hydroxyl , ca rboxyl , amino and amine groups ) some 20 , 000
water molecules . Loss of water, co nse quently , leads to shrinkage of the protoplasm .
Stocke r (1960) di stinguishes between the shrinkage of the hydrophyli c
groups of protein molecules during what he calls the r eaction phase and the
tra nsform ations of the protoplasnti c structure in the restitution phas e . Change
in the protoplasmi c structLlre results , in turn , in changes in the e nz ymatic
processes , whi ch affect the metaboli c pro cesses , one of whi ch is the br eakdown
of starch and a concontitant incre as e in certa in sugars . Anothe r observed consequence is a change in r e lative amounts of proteins a nd amino acids in fa vo r of
the latter .
The works from whi ch the preceding summary was made provide

ample

proof for the stateme nt that water de ficiency has a direct influence on the life
processe s through a change of the energy status of cell water and an indirect
influence through changes in t he stru cture of protoplasm . In order to find in
any of these occurring changes a reliable bas is for irrigation schedules, it is
necessary to be able to distinguish between these phenomena ca used by water
de fi cie ncy a nd similar changes caused by other factors .
P erhaps it is possible to find , through intensive study, an enzyme whose
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activity is uniquely determined by water potentia l and only to an insignificant
degree by other externa l factors.

I do not feel competent to indicate how these

perhaps ntinute changes ntight be measured . Spectrophotometric measurements
appear to be useful for this purpose (Nieman and Poulsen, 1963).

Further re-

search in plant physiology seems to contain challenging possibilities in this
direction.
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3. The possibility that water move ment toward the roots in soils drier than
field capacity fills a substantial part of the plants' need for water cannot
be ruled out~ priori .
Ther e is cons ide rable speculation in the literature about the possibilities
for water movement in soils drier than field capacity(one-third bar equivalent
suction) . Kramer (1962) expresses the point of view probably held by most
researchers in this field in saying: "Movement towards roots in soil drier than
field capacity is so slow that extension of roots into new soil masses is almost
essential for survival." This do es not rule out water movement entirely, however.
Absorption of water is initiated and controlled primarily by transpiration .
The lag of absorption behind transpiration is determined by the sum of resistance
along the path of water movement. The rate of wat er movem ent to the root and
rate of root growth into moist soils control this lag.

The potential drop across

the leaf- air boundary is very much greater than the total resistance in the rest
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of the plant. The largest fraction of the total resistance in the plant is the
resistance across the root surface and in the root itself (Jensen eta !. , 1961 ) .
A solution of the flow equation for movement of water to roots , considering the
root as a line source, has been presented by Gardner (1960) . He concluded that
fhe conductivity and diffusivity become very small when the suction increases.
In a recent steady state experiment, the suction was measured with

tensiomelers spaced at depth intervals of 10 em (G ardner and Ehlig, 1962).
Total flux , as determined by rate of supply of water to keep the water-table at
-110 em, is presented in Figure 13. The dotted line denotes the soil flux, as
calculated' from the hydraulic gradient and the unsaturated conductivity of the
soil. The authors point out that the slope of the soil-flux line with respect to
depth is a measure of rate of uptake by plant roots. They concluded that, with
all species , much water moved upward from the water for 20 to 40 em before
entering the root system, even though roots penetrated to the bottom of the
cylinder . Similar results were obtained by non-steady state experiments .
A different growth response of corn seedlings was observed in different
mixtures of clay and sandy soil, all having the same soil-moisture (matric)
potential (Peters, 1957) . The better growth in finer soils was explained by the
higher hydraulic conductivity, but possibly differences in fertility and non-uniform
root distribution have influenced the growth rate also.
A plot of transpiration rate versus soil suction for three different soils
(Gardner and Ehlig, 1962 \ supports the hypothesis that water availability is
limited by the rate of water transmission through the soil. It is necessary to
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know the water-potential gradient near the root. It has been stated that the
suction at the root does not exceed soil suction appreciably until the equivalent
suction in the soil is above a few bars (Ehlig, 1962, among others ). Taylor (1962)
estimated that the soil-moisture potential would become uniform in Pa chappa soil
during the night , if the equivalent suction is less t han l bar. The estimated Jag
of the root-water potential behind the soil-water potential is plotted in Figure 14,
redrawn from Taylor 's paper . This estimation is based on the assumption that
transpiration begins immediately at sunrise at the average rate and continues at
that rate for 12 hours and then stops abruptly.
The distance water will move to a simulated plant root under certain conditions has been studied by Read (1958) . He found that the distance water will
move was greater than the limits of his experimental plot (14 em radius ), in the
center of which the water was extracted. In Table 12 , some of his results
are reproduced . The net loss of water per unit volume of soil was nearly uniform
at all tensiometer locations .
Suberized roots provide 20 to 30 times as much absorbing surface as unsuberized roots . Therefore, even if 1/1 0 as permeable as unsuberized roots,
suberized roots will might be the principal path of entry for water . It should be
realized that measurements of the soil matric potential, when measured with
tensiometers or resistance blocks, overestimate the actual soil-water potential at
the root surface .
J am convinced that psychrometric measurements can give , under con-

trolled conditions , a more accurate value for the soil moisture potential near
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Table 12 . Tensiometer readings in em of water at different distances from
s uction cup

Volume = volume of water removed from unsaturated loam with extracting
tension = 600 em of water at center cup .
Accuracy = 10 em of water tension.

the root surface . A careful di ssection of the soil n ear the root surface permits
determination of soil moisture potentia l gradients near the roots at several soil
moi sture contents and at diffe rent evaporating de mand of the atmospheric surroundings of the p lant . Pe rhaps other techniques as mi crowave measurements
and gamma ray absorption methods can be adopted for this purpose as well.
With such meas urements t:.'J.e qu estion of water movement toward roots in soils
dri er than fi e ld capacity can quantitatively be answered.
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4 . Seasonal K-values in the Blaney and Criddle formula can be estimated from a
c urve of the ration of evapotranspiration over evaporation plotted during the
season.
Blaney and Criddle's formula provides a method for estimating evapotrans pi ration of water by irrigated crops . It is an empirical relation: U = KF = [ kf,
in which U =water used by evapotranspiration .
K = annual crop coefficient
F; consumptive use factor
k = monthly crop coefficient
f = monthly c. u. factor

= tf6.

t = mean monthly temperature in '1<'
p = monthly percent of annual daytime hours dependent on the location
.. , the summation is made over the months of the growing season
It can be expected that k varies during the season to account for the changes

occurring in a maturing crop.

Figure 15 gives a plot of the variation of k

during the season, calculated from data for 1951-1956 from the Greenville
Experimental Farm, Logan, Utah .

Th~

seasonal K values and the spread in

the maximum monthly k value for six crops are given in Table 13 .
Pan evaporation, used also to estimate evapotranspiration, is based on
the concept that evaporation from a pan integrates many of the weather factors
that influence evapotranspiration . The correlation coefficient between pan
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Figure 15 . Var iat ion ink during the season for four crops .

Table 13 . K values and the var iation in mont hly k valu es for six
crops

Crop

K

Maxi mum mont hly k

Alfalfa

0 . 85

0 . 95 - 1. 25

Corn

0 . 75

0 . 80- J. . 20

Cotton

0 . 70

0 .75- 1.10

P asture

0 . 75

0 . 85 - 1.15

P otatoes

0 . 70

0 . 85 - 1. 00

Sugar beets

0 .7 0

0 . 85- 1.00
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evaporation and field ev apotranspiration is the slope of the line found by plotting
field evapot ranspiration versus pan evaporation from controlled experiments.
The degree of reliability depe nds on the numbe r of measurements .
A plot of the dimensionless ratio of ev apotranspiration over evaporation
during the season is similar in shape to a plot of the seasonal variation of the
monthly k coeffi cient , since t he denominator in both ratios is an index of the
potential evaporation . It can be expected , therefore, that c rops with a high
seasonal K value a re then harv ested just after the optimal value of the ratio. of
evapotranspiration over evapo rati on has been reached, while crops with a lower
K value are harveste d when the ratio has decrease d to lowe r values.
bee n found to be true to some extent.

This has

Figure 16 shows a plot of the seasonal

variation in the ratio of evapotranspiration over evaporation during the growing
season .
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Figure 16 . Seasonal variation in the ratio of ev apotranspiration
over evaporation.
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The relation between t he area under the curve in Figure 16 and the known
K value of alfalfa, sugar beets, and potatoes (Table 14) predicts the following
K value: peas 60, sweet corn 60, tomatoes 70 to 75, pasture 80 to 85.

Table 14.

Relation between area under ratio-curve and seasonal
K-values

C ro~

Alfalfa

Evapotranspiration
days
104

K-value
0.85

Sugar beets

70

0. 70- 0. 80

Potatoes

64

0. 70

P eas

33

Sweet corn

35a

Tomatoes

72 a

P astur e

99b

a Data from P eck.
bData from Harrold and Dre ibelbis .
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5.

For a better mutual understanding in the world, it is necessary not to
idealize our own situation.
The defense of this proposition consists of a subjective analysis of "our

own situation, " based on some observations made the last four years in the
United States . One observation is basic to my thinking and eva luation of the
situation--that is, the dividing of the world into a "black " and a "white" part,
a good and a bad. The Salt Lake Tribune on Thanksgiving Day, 1959 , carried
a cartoon showing Uncle Sam sitting at the table with a turkey on his plate,
obviously thanking God for it. The rest of the globe was dark.

It is not hard

to be thankful with a turkey on your plate, indeed.
Another example is , in my opinion, the frequent use of the words "our
great country, " most astonishlingly used in prayer , where reference is be ing
made to the United States.

Id entifying the free Western World with a so-called

Christian world or considering America a Christian nation are consequences of
the attitudes that we are on God's side and that we (the Western World) are a
"called" nation .
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The same black-white scheme is apparent, also, in our evaluation of heads
of states , considering them either demi-gods or devils rather than human beings
with human strengths and weaknesses . This view precludes an understanding of
Khruschchev 's disappointment after the

u2

incident, when he felt cheated by

someone he had trusted after Camp David .
Are we , in our visits abroad , looking for Communists and their conspiracies and focussing on the lack of shoes and on the existence of sheds at the
outskirts of foreign cities because we expect to find such conditions there
instead of searching for progress being made? The rioting in Japan, prior to
the planned visit to Japan by President Eisenhower , was thought to be Communist-inspired; but possibly it was as much a reaction of distrust by the younger
generation in Japan against the authority of the prewar, older generation.

Were

the riots by students in San Francisco some years ago--the so-called Operation
Abolition, that is , for the abolishment of the House Committee on Unamerican
Activities--Communist inspired? What is Communism? It is, anyway, not the
same as Socialism, as many seem to think.
George F . Kennan, in "Russia and the West under Lenin and Stalin," writes :
"The first thing to go should be the search for absolutes

. . in world affairs.

No other poeple as a whole is entirely our enemy . No other people at all--not
even ourselves--i s entirely our friend." Absolutes indu ce idealogies. We have
seen in World War II how idealogies can result in warfare, awakening memories
of the great religious wars of past centuries . I do not intend to say that World
War II was waged unjustly as a war for justice and freedom against tyranny and
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viol ence. However, this thinking in terms of absolutes fostered a m entality
that could support an all -o ut war where all the mea ns were justified.

One

exa mple of this was the bombing of some German cities such as Dresden,
which appeared later as unnecessary, since such bombings probably did not
move German capitulation forward significantly . Perhaps the same co llld be
said of the atom bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki . .
We are all searching for absolutes, however, and blame others when these
persons do not share our point of view . We tell Egyptians that their newspapers
and radio broadcasts are bi ased, as indeed they are , from our point of view; bllt
we forget that the United Pre ss Institute left the United Stated from the 1956 li st
of COllntr i es where fllll fre edom prevails , on the grollnds that a growing tendency
on the part of government to sllppress and manipulate the news is an indirect
form of control . It is hard to be objective with respect to our own case .
Paul' Tillich asks in his book, "The Courage to Be," ''What is the e nd of
all the magnificent means provided by the productive a ctivity of Ameri can
Societ y ? The tool as a tool is not important , but rather the tool as a r esult
of human productivity; therefore , the question, for what? cannot be Sllppressed
completely . 11 I think this question "for what? "--what is Ollr individual purpose?
what is our national purpos e ?--still r e mains to be answere d. In the meantime,
l et us not over-ideali ze our own s itu ation.
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